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CenTite® Product Line Launched by Central Can Company
Central Can Company is pleased to introduce the new Cen‐Tite® line‐up of plastic containers. This innovative
packaging includes the all‐plastic quart and gallon containers, and the hybrid gallon container which combines plastic
and metal. These consumer‐researched containers can be used to store latex paints, colorants, coatings, adhesives,
powders and more.
The all‐plastic quart and gallon containers have a two‐piece pour‐friendly, no‐mess design. There is no inner ring for
material to become trapped for enhanced yield or rust to be developed. The bodies are constructed of recyclable
polypropylene, and the polyethylene peel‐off lids can be removed and resealed by hand with no tools required. Both
all‐plastic products have patent‐applied closure systems. The hybrid gallon container has a polypropylene body and
metal friction‐top lid with a metal ring. Both gallon containers have ears for a baled metal handle.
Plastic packaging is an attractive alternative to metal containers because it is resistant to dents, rust and corrosion.
It has become more cost‐effective than metal given recent price increases and steel surcharges. This packaging is
compatible with existing fill lines and adaptable to paint shakers. It is warehouse stackable and requires minimal
changes to labels and cartons.
Terry Kline, president and CEO of Central Can Company, explained that Cen‐Tite® products provide manufacturers
with an attractive option over traditional metal packaging. “The all‐plastic products have generated tremendous
interest, and the hybrid containers have proven that they can easily be dropped into existing production lines. We
anticipate that Cen‐Tite® products will be embraced by manufacturers and consumers alike,” he said.
Established in 1925, Central Can Company is a trusted supplier of plastic containers, metal pails and cans, and metal
food packaging. It distributes products across North America and is ISO 9001:2000 certified. Central Can Company
has a 325,000 square foot manufacturing facility located in Chicago, Illinois. It manufactures more than 1,000
customized products in wide‐ranging sizes and offers expert lithography services. To learn more, visit
www.centralcancompany.com or contact Gretchen Norman at (773) 254‐8700 or gnorman@centralcancompany.com.

